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Abstract-The problem of determining the maximum matching in a convex bipartite graph, 
G = (Vl,Vz,E), is considered. It is shown that by using the appropriate data structures, the 
maximum matching problem can be efficiently transformed into an off-line minimum problem. Since 
the off-line minimum problem has been shown to be linear, the maximum matching in a convex 
bipartite graph can be determined in 0( IV1 I) time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Matching problems in bipartite graphs serve an important role in both operations research and 
combinatorial analysis since they have numerous practical applications. Let G = (VI, V&E) 
represent an undirected, bipartite graph with [VII = n and [Vzl = m. VI and V, is a partition 
of the vertices and E is the edge set in which each edge (i, j) is such that i E VI and j E Vz. 
A matching is a subset, M, of these edges such that no two edges in M are incident to the 
same vertex [l]. M is of maximum cardinality (or simply maximum) if it contains the maximum 
number of edges. Algorithms for determining maximum matchings in bipartite graphs have been 
considered extensively in the literature (for surveys, see [2-51). 
Glover [6] introduced a special instance of a bipartite matching problem which he referred to 
as the problem of determining a maximum matching in a convex, bipartite graph. The graph G 
is Vz-convex if there is an ordering on VZ such that if (i, j) E E and (i, k) E E with j, k E V2, 
j < k implies that (i,p) E E for j < p I k (see [7]). Hence, a Vz-convex graph can be given by 
specifying this ordering and by specifying, for every i E VI, two values ai and bi, the smallest 
and largest elements, respectively, in the interval of the (ordered) vertices of V.2 connected to i. 
Glover described one industrial application of the convex bipartite matching problem. Another 
application can be found in [8] where a scheduling problem is optimized by solving a sequence of 
matching problems in convex bipartite graphs. 
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Glover provided a ‘greedy,’ O(]E]) algorithm for determining the maximum matching. This 
algorithm progresses iteratively through each vertex of Vz in nondecreasing order and, of all 
the unmatched VI-vertices incident to the vertex under consideration, matches to it the one 
with minimum bi value. Glover proved that this greedy procedure would always construct a 
maximum matching. Subsequently, Gallo (91 described an O(n log n) matching procedure. Lipski 
and Preparata [lo] presented an almost linear time O(m + nA(n)) algorithm, where A(n) is 
a very slowly growing function related to the functional inverse of Ackerman’s function (for a 
description of the Ackerman function, see [ll, pp. 24-291). Scutella and Scevola [ 12) have provided 
an efficient matching procedure whose running time is equivalent to the minimal running time of 
the algorithms of either Lipski and Preparata or Gallo. 
In this paper, an O(n) algorithm is given for determining Glove& greedy maximum matching, 
using data structures which Frederickson [13] applied to a multiple processor scheduling prob- 
lem. This procedure also incorporates a matching feasibility condition described by Steiner and 
Yeomans [14] in an extension to the method of Frederickson. 
2. MATCHING ALGORITHM 
The matching algorithm requires the execution of three specific stages. The first two stages 
involve an efficient preprocessing of the graph, while the third stage produces the greedy maximum 
matching. In stage 1, the unordered vertices of VI are placed into an uninitialized table of 
size m. This stage eliminates the need for either an explicit sorting of the vertices of Vz or 
the assumption made in both [10,12] that, for i,j E VI, if bi < bj, then i I j (i.e., before 
input, the vertices have implicitly been sorted, which would require either O(n log n) or O(m + n) 
time). Stage 2 uses the table to partition the graph into subgraphs, called “distinct components.” 
Because a greedy procedure guarantees a maximum matching, it is possible to determine this 
matching by partitioning G into these distinct components and to separately determine the 
maximum matching in each subgraph. Since each subgraph remains bipartite and convex, a 
greedy procedure can be used to find the maximum matching in each distinct component. In 
the final stage, the problem on each distinct component is separately translated into an off-line 
minimum problem on integers and the maximum matching is then determined. The maximum 
matching in G is the aggregation of the matchings in each distinct component. Pidgin-Algol 
programs of stages 1 and 2, presented in the Appendix, accompany the written descriptions of 
these stages, while an explicit written description of the third stage is provided. 
The first stage requires bucketing the vertices of VI into an uninitialized table with m loca- 
tions. An auxiliary stack is simultaneously maintained to indicate which table locations possess 
information. This type of table and stack structure is mentioned in [15, p. 501. Information at 
table location v is indicated by having the contents point to location x in the stack, which in 
turn points back to location v in the table. For each vertex i E VI, an entry is made into table 
location ai. Associated with each meaningful table location v is a list of those vertices having 
ai = v. The actual length of each list is updated as each vertex is entered into the table. 
Program A.1 illustrates the input of the n VI-vertices into the uninitialized TABLE, with each 
vertex i represented by the pair (ai, bi). The lowest numbered V&vertex, ai, to which i may 
potentially be matched is placed onto the STACK and hence the value stored on this stack points 
to location ai in the table. For clarity, rather than storing a list of pointers into the stack (as 
indicated above), TABLE[aJ simply possesses a label indicating that ‘meaningful’ information 
exists at the uih table entry (i.e., at least one vertex i exists with a value of ai). VERTEX_SET[v] 
contains the set off all vertices i with ai = v and NUMBER[v] maintains the cardinality of this set. 
Prior to the updating of VERTEX_SET[v] and NUMBER[v], a check is performed to determine 
if v has been considered previously. If information concerning v is to be entered into the table 
for the first time, then appropriate initialization steps are undertaken. 
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Stage two partitions G into separate components of V2. Recall that a maximum matching 
in G can be found using a greedy algorithm. Thus, assume temporarily that the vertices of V2 
have been sorted and listed in nondecreasing order from left to right. Construct a subset of 
V&vertices by proceeding from the leftmost vertex, adding one vertex at a time, until the number 
of VI-vertices incident to this set is less than or equal to its cardinality. Because a greedy procedure 
is employed, the maximum matching in G would attempt to match only these Vi-vertices into 
this particular subset of I&vertices. Construct a subgraph consisting of the set of &vertices 
created above and the Vi-vertices incident to this set. Delete any edges connecting this subgraph 
to any other vertices in G. This subgraph will be both bipartite and convex. Then, without loss 
of generality, the maximum matching in G can be found by separately determining the maximum 
matchings in both this subgraph and in the remainder of G. Now the maximum matching in 
the remainder of G can be determined by repeating exactly the same steps as above as often 
as necessary. (Note that any subgraphs containing isolated V&vertices will have no influence on 
the maximum matching and need not be considered further.) Hence, determining a maximum 
matching in G is equivalent to separately determining the maximum matchings in each of the 
individual subgraphs created. 
Our procedure, however, avoids sorting the V&vertices in nondecreasing order. Instead, the 
table and stack structure are employed from stage 1 for the efficient identification of these sub 
graphs (the distinct components) in stage 2. A distinct component is defined to be a subgraph 
of G which starts at a v E V2 and extends until the number of vertices i E VI connected to 
the component is less than or equal to the number of I&vertices in the component. The only 
exception to this construction can occur when a component extends from v to m, but the num- 
ber of vertices i E VI connected to the component remains greater than the number of vertices 
of V2. The process of creating these components is to examine the vertices of V2 to which vertices 
from VI can potentially be matched. For each vertex in the stack, if v has not been previously 
examined then the following procedure is performed. 
A V2 component is constructed by scanning through the table starting from location v. When 
this scan terminates, the number of vertices i E VI and a list of these vertices will be associated 
with v. During the scan, each potential value of an ai, say the vertex v’, is checked by using 
the pointer into the stack to determine if it is a meaningful table entry (i.e., a valid ai). If 
v’ is a valid ai and has not been examined previously, then the list of VI vertices, i, in which 
ai = v’ is appended onto the current component’s list and its count is updated. If v’ is a valid ai 
that has already been examined, then the component starting at v’ is incorporated into the 
current component by adding the number of vertices contained in it and appending them onto 
the list of the current component. In this case, the scan continues after bypassing the values of ai 
included in the component that started at v’. Hence, previously encountered components can be 
incorporated into the current component in constant time. 
Program A.2 illustrates the construction of the distinct components. Each value v from the 
stack points to a ‘meaningful’ table entry. If a ‘meaningful’ vertex v, taken from the stack, has 
not been considered previously for membership in a component, then the label at TABLE[v] 
is changed to ‘examined.’ COMPONENT[ ] v contains the set of Vi-vertices in the component 
starting from v E VZ and COMP_NUMBER[ v maintains the cardinality of this set. VS_COUNT ] 
represents the number of I&vertices considered for matching to the elements of the set in the com- 
ponent currently being considered. VNEXT is the next table entry to be considered during the 
scanning process. The construction of COMPONENT[ v continues until COMP_NUMBER[v] < ] 
VZ_COUNT or until there are no more feasible table entries remaining to be examined (i.e., 
VNEXT > m). 
Construction of distinct components continues only until a sufficient number of vertices from V2 
(i.e., table entries) have been selected (i.e., examined) to match to the vertices from VI. Since 
in total there are n vertices in VI, no more than n table entries will be examined in this second 
stage. Furthermore, no entry could be examined more than twice. One way for a table entry 
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to be examined occurs the first time an unexamined vertex, u, is popped from the stack, which 
implies that a new distinct component will be constructed starting from O. This can occur for at 
most n distinct values of 21. The second time the table entry, 21, could possibly be examined occurs 
during the construction of a subsequent component, when the previously constructed component 
beginning at v is appended to this new component; once this has occurred, the procedure cannot 
examine v again. Upon the conclusion of this stage, there will be a list of Vi-components of the 
graph and a list of Vi-vertices available for matching into each of these components. 
The third stage requires that each component be handled separately. The following trans- 
formation is performed on each distinct component. Let z be the number of V&vertices in the 
component and let v be the value of the smallest l&vertex in the component. Define the modified 
ai and bi to be 
&=(ai-v+l) and & = min{bi - v + 1, z}. 
Reindex the vertices so that & < & implies that i < Ic. The pairs (&,i) are then bucketsorted 
into lexicographically increasing order. This phase of stage 3 ensures that the z V&vertices in 
a component are renumbered from 1 to z, and that the smallest and largest elements of every 
vertex i E VI connected to the component are transformed accordingly. 
Next, the greedy matching in the component is extracted by constructing and executing a 
sequence of instructions for an off-line minimum problem [15]. An off-line minimum problem is 
such that there is initially an empty set S and a sequence consisting of the instructions, INSERT(i) 
and EXTRACT-MIN. The instructions are executed sequentially and will either insert an integer i 
no greater than n into 5’ or find and delete the minimum element of 5’. 
Construct a sequence of z EXTRACT-MIN instructions. Before the lath EXTRACT-MIN 
instruction, k = 1,2,. . . , z, place INSERT( ‘) z instructions for all i with & = k in order of the 
previously determined lexicographic order. The INSERT(() instructions place all those Vi-vertices 
incident to the iii” Vs-vertex of the component into a set of vertices which are available for 
matching. Because the vertices of the distinct component have been reindexed, and EXTRACT- 
MIN instruction will select the VI-vertex with the minimum value of bi for potential matching from 
this set. If a Vi-vertex is selected by the pth EXTRACT-MIN instruction, p = 1,2,. . . , z, then an 
attempt will be made to match it to the pth (or larger) V&vertex of the distinct component. A 
check is performed to determine if this proposed matching is feasible. When an EXTRACT-MIN 
instruction is executed, define it to be the jth feasible EXTRACT-MIN, j = 1,2,. . . , z, if the 
index i selected by it is such that & 2 j. Otherwise the EXTRACT-MIN instruction is infeasible. 
The matching is determined as follows: If index i is removed by the jth feasible EXTRACT- 
MIN instruction, then, letting k = max{j,&}, i is matched to the (v - 1 + k)th vertex of V2 
in G. 
THEOREM 1. The maximum matching problem in the V2-convex bipartite graph G(Vl, VZ, E) 
with 1 VI 1 = n can be solved in O(n) time. 
PROOF. The preceding, three-stage procedure determines a matching in the graph which is iden- 
tical to the maximum matching created by the ‘greedy’ algorithm of Glover [6]. In stage 1, 
inserting each vertex into the table requires constant (i.e., O(1)) time. Since, in total, there are 
n vertices to be inserted into the table, this stage requires O(n) time. Similarly, in stage 2, at 
most n entries will be examined in the table and no entry will be examined more than twice. 
A constant time is expended per table entry examined; thus this stage requires O(n) time. In 
stage 3, the translation phase requires O(n) time. Let O(f(z)) be the time required for the 
solution of the sequence of z INSERT and EXTRACT-MIN instructions, where z is the number 
of Vs-vertices in a component. Since z I n, finding the matchings in all components will require 
a total of O(f(n)) time. Since Tarjan [ll] has shown the off-line minimum problem to be linear, 
f(n) = O(n) and the maximum matching problem in convex bipartite graphs can be solved in 
O(n) time. I 
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Since the table in stage 1 possesses m storage locations, the space requirements for the preceding 
matching procedure are O(m). It is possible to reduce these requirements using an identical 
procedure to that of F’rederickson. 
THEOREM 2. [13]. The matching procedure can be implemented in O(mlic) space for any 
positive integer c. 
3. CONCLUSION 
The maximum matching problem in convex bipartite graphs has been considered. It has been 
shown that this problem can be solved in time linear in n by exploiting various data structures 
and by reformulating the matching problem as an instance of an off-line minimum problem. The 
implication of this algorithm is that a maximum matching can be found in time complexity which 
is strictly less than the size of the graph. 
APPENDIX 
PROGRAM A.l. INSERTION OF THE VERTICES INTO 
AN UNINITIALIZED TABLE 
procedure Stage 1 [(al, bi), (uz, by), . . . , (an, &)I: Table Insertion 
COUNT t 1; 
for i +- 1 until n do 
begin 
STACK[COUNT] c ai; 
if TABLE[ai] is not labelled ‘meaningful’ then 
begin 
label TABLE[ai] ‘meaningful’; 
VERTEX_SET[aJ t 0; 
NUMBER[aJ +- 0 
end 
VERTEX_SET[ui] e VERTEX_SET[uJ u i; 
NUMBER[uJ t NUMBER[uJ + 1; 
COUNT +- COUNT + 1 
end 
PROGRAM A.2. SEPARATION OF THE VERTICES 
INTO DISTINCT COMPONENTS 
procedure Stage 2: Creation of Components 
for k c n until 1 step -1 do 
begin 
pop w c STACK[k]; 
if TABLE[w] is not labelled ‘examined’ then 
begin 
label TABLE[u] ‘examined’; 
COMPONENT[V] + VERTEX_SET[v]; 
COMP_NUMBER[V] t NUMBER[u]; 
V2_COUNTc 1; 
VNEXTt u+ 1; 
while COMP_NUMBER[w] > V2_COUNT do 
begin 
if VNEXT > m then goto pop 
comment VNEXT must be a feasible table location 
if TABLE[VNEXT] is not labelled either ‘meaningful’ or ‘examined’ then 
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V2_COUNT c V2_COUNT + 1; 
VNEXT t VNEXT + 1 
end 
else 
begin 
if TABLE[VNEXT] is labelled ‘examined’ then 
begin 
COMPONENT[ ] w t COMPONENT[v] U COMPONENT[VNEXT]; 
COMP_NUMBER[ ] v + COMP_NUMBER[v]-t-COMP_NUMBER[VNEXT]; 
V2_COUNT t V2_COUNT + COMP_NUMBER[VNEXT]; 
VNEXT e VNEXT + COMP_NUMBER[VNEXT] + 1 
end 
else 
begin 
label TABLE[VNEXT] ‘examined’; 
COMPONENT[ ] 2, t COMPONENT[v] U VERTEX_SET(VNEXT]; 
COMP_NUMBER[ ] o t COMP_NUMBER[v] + NUMBER[VNEXT]; 
VNEXT t VNEXT + 1; 
VS_COUNT t V2_COUNT + 1 
end 
end 
end 
end 
end 
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